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How to set up your Gateway

Connect the Gateway to your computer 

To connect a Gateway to your computer, you'll need a micro USB cable. Your 
Gateway should've arrived with one, but any USB cable will do (minimum 1A 
output). Plug the micro USB connector to the Gateway, and the other end to 
your computer. 

Locate the LED on top of the Gateway. When you plug in the Gateway to a po-
wer source it should turn red in about 25 seconds. After another 25 seconds, the 
Gateway's LED should turn yellow, after which it will automatically be discovered 
as a new storage device and accessible through your computer's file manager.

If the Gateway's LED doesn't turn yellow after 1 minute during the first boot, ple-
ase try a different USB port. If the problem persists, please make sure your USB 
port has enough voltage to power the device; special consideration should be 
taken when using a USB hub.

Root folder

Using your computer’s file manager, you can navigate to the Gateway's root 
folder. Here, you will find two folders (config & logs) and two text files (mac & 
uniqueId).

The config folder contains the configuration file for the Gateway. This will be 
described in the next section.

The logs folder contains useful information if something goes wrong; please 
have this handy in case you need to reach out to our support team.
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The mac.txt file contains the MAC address of the Gateway.
The uniqueId.txt file contains the Unique ID of the device.

Changing the Gateway's configuration

 

To change the Gateway's configuration, or to apply it for the first time, make 
sure the LED is on and lit either yellow or green. Next, follow these steps:

Now you will safely unmount the Gateway. This can usually be accomplished 
from the taskbar or file manager by ejecting the Gateway's drive as you would 
any other USB device. Unplug the cable from the computer and wait a few se-
conds before plugging the Gateway back to a power source. This last step is 
really important as the Gateway needs to restart to apply the new configuration.

TIP: If you are going to configure many Gateways, you can create a copy 
of the config.txt in your computer, modify it accordingly and overwrite it 
on all of your Gateways afterwards.

NOTE: The config.txt file will revert back to its default values after rebo-
oting. Your WiFi credentials and API key will be safely stored on the Gate-
way.

TIP: If you are going to configure many Gateways, you can create a copy 
of the c
Open the Gateway device using your computer’s file manager, and navi-
gate to the config folder.

Double click on the config.txt file to open it; any text editor should work.

Replace the default values for the API key, WiFi SSID, and WiFi password 
with your own.

Remove the preceding pound sign (#).

Save the file.onfig.txt in your computer, modify it accordingly and overwri-
te it on all of your Gateways afterwards.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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File corruption is possible when a USB device is forcefully removed, which may 
in turn lead to a corrupted configuration file on your Gateway. Please make sure 
you safely eject the device before disconnecting it from your computer.

The LED should now turn red, then yellow. It will reboot and go through this 
sequence again. If correctly set up, the LED will then turn green, which means 
that it successfully connected to the WiFi network. This process may take up to 
2 minutes, so please be patient.

If after two minutes, the LED status hasn't changed, please make sure to verify 
your WiFi credentials or internet connectivity. Internet access requirements for 
Kontakt.io Gateways can be found in this article.

Reconfiguration

If you only want to change one or two values, you can overwrite them as de-
scribed above. There is no need to write all three values every time you need to 
apply a configuration change.

The best way to know if the Gateway has been correctly configured is to go to 
Location Engine > Gateways, to check the status of the device. Connected sta-
tus means that the configuration was successful.

https://support.kontakt.io/hc/en-gb/articles/115000001010
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Internet access requirements for 
Kontakt.io Gateways

In order to properly send data to Kontakt.io Cloud, Gateways have to be con-
nected to Internet. Right now it's possible only through a 802.11b/g/n WiFi ne-
twork operating on 2.4GHz band. Gateways support channels 1-11.

The initial firmware release supports only WiFi authentication schemes based 
on pre-shared keys, like WPA(2) Personal. Support for certificate-based schemes 
(WPA2 Enterprise) is scheduled for later firmware updates.

For now, Gateways require DHCP to be enabled in your network. Static IP ad-
dress assignments are not supported.

To operate correctly, Gateways need to have access to certain remote resources. 
This means a network firewall has to allow the Gateways to communicate with:

Kontakt.io Cloud – this is where Gateways send and receive data  and configu-
ration updates.
https://api.kontakt.io
https://ovs.kontakt.io

Amazon S3 servers – this is where firmware binaries are stored, so communica-
tion with these servers is necessary to allow firmware upgrades.

NTP servers – required for time synchronization. Gateways uses:

0.fedora.pool.ntp.org

1.fedora.pool.ntp.org

2.fedora.pool.ntp.org

3.fedora.pool.ntp.org

https://api.kontakt.io
https://ovs.kontakt.io
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Creating a Venue
 
In order to work with the Location Engine, the first step is to create a venue. A 
venue is simply a group of beacons. It’s a grouping that exists only in the cloud: 
you can easily regroup your beacons into any kind of venues that you want at 
any time. 

Usually, a venue represents a physical space where beacons are located. In the 
context of the Location Engine, a venue could be a room, a floor or an entire 
building that will contain the Gateways.

To create a venue, go to Infrastructure > Venues and click on the ‘Add A Venue’ 
button. 

The only required field to create a Venue is the venue name. A description and 
cover image are optional.

Adding Gateway to a venue

To add Gateway to a venue, go to infrastructure > Venues, and select your ve-
nue. If you don't have a venue, create one as explained above. Then click on 
'Assign Devices'. Under the ‘Cloud Devices’ section select the Gateway from the 
list. Click the Assign dropdown to get the full list of actions and select 'Assign to 
Venue'.
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Once this is done, you will need to place your Gateway on your Place (floor plan) 
in Location Engine.

It is also possible to create a venue using the POST /venue/create API endpoint.

NOTE: Gateways will scan for all BLE devices around them, and it will not 
limit or filter its scan results to the beacons assigned to a given account. 
Kontakt.io beacons are identified by their unique ID, while other BLE devi-
ces will display their MAC address. 

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#venue-create-new-venue
https://kontakt.io/
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Creating a Place

Places are an area (amount of space) derived from a physical location. A Place is 
described by its map/schema and coordinates to determine its current location, 
where you can assign Receivers. A Place is strictly used in the context of Gate-
way and Location Engine terms.

Place creation and placing Gateway(s)

               

The first step is to upload the blueprints of the 
space where you will be using your Gateway. You 
can either use the map included by default or 
click on ‚Edit Place’ to upload your own. 

To upload your own map, go to Location Engine 
> Places and select the desired Venue. Then, click 
on the ‘Edit Place’ button located on the top right 
corner. 

To upload the map, either drag and drop your file 
on the designated space or click on ‘Browse File’ 
to select it from your computer.
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Once your map is uploaded, using the measuring tool select two points on the 
map and indicate the distance between them in the ‘Distance In CM’ field. This 
step is essential to correctly scaleyour map on the Location Engine. 

Click on 'Save Place'. Your map will be scaled and your place will be created.
It is also possible to create a Place using the API endpoint POST/place/create

After saving, all that is left for you to do is locate the Gateway on the map by 
dragging its name from the right hand side to the map. Once placement is 
complete, a purple dot will appear to represent the Gateway.

NOTE: The best option is to use the measure tool on known distances, like 
the width of a door. 

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#place-create-place
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If your Gateway has been configured correctly and it’s plugged to a power sour-
ce, you can go to Presence > Live, then click on the play button. All the beacons 
that are in range of the Gateway will be shown.

 Creating an Item
An item represents a device or mobile app which can be located within the 
range of a Receiver. An Item can be described through a set of metadata entries 
and custom properties. This data makes it possible to filter items from a dyna-
mical environment in a given period of time.

To create an item on the Web Panel, go to Location > Items and click on the 
'Add Item' button. To create an item, the following information is required:

Alias - Name that identifies the Item. It can be the name of an employee, a pro-
duct, or any other asset that needs to be tracked.

Tracking ID - Unique ID or MAC address of the Kontakt.io beacon or BLE device 
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to be tracked. 

Type - Describes the object attached to the asset that is being tracked. It can 
be: Kontakt.io Smart Beacon, Application or Other device.

Category - Describes the asset being tracked. It can be one of the following: 
Person, Package or Other.

Additionally, each item can have one or more user defined properties. To add a 
property, give it a name and a value and click the 'Add Property' button. Once 
you have added all your properties, save your Item.

Please note that when a property has been created (by clicking on ‘Add Proper-
ty’), its status will read ‘Non-synchronized’, this means that the property hasn't 
been saved to the Item yet. Just click on the ‘Save Item’ button to synchronize 
the property.

It is also possible to create items using the API endpoint POST/item/create.

Items can be used to filter the available information on the Location Engine, 
both in the Web Panel or in the Location Engine API.

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#item-create-item
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Filtering Items on the Web Panel

Currently, there are 3 different views on Location Engine where items can be 
used as filters: Live View, Connections and Timeline.

To use the 'filter items' feature, all you need to do is add the Tracking ID used 
when creating the Item in the Filter Items search box as shown below:

Live view
When using the filter items in this view, the proximity rings will only show where 
that particular beacon is located, filtering everything else out.

Connections view
The filter items in ‘Connections’ view will let us know which devices are in 
proximity of that particular Card beacon.
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Timeline view
This lets us know which Gateways detected the Card beacon created for the 
Item.

Filtering Items on the Location Engine API

The filtering query is completely optional. To make use if it, simply add the 
request parameter 'q' as shown in the example below:

In the above example, we are passing in the filtering item parameter the 
property "team==CustomerSuccess" on the GET /presence endpoint. This way 
we are only getting the information available for those devices with Items that 
have the Customer Success team as team property. 

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-presence-resource
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Triggers and actions

With the Gateway and the Location Engine, there is a new, very exciting feature 
available in the Kontakt.io Web Panel called ‘Triggers'. When a Gateway detects 
or loses sight of a particular beacon, it will send the event back to the Location 
Engine, which will then trigger a given action.

Creating a new trigger

Next, select the ‘Type’ of trigger you 
want to create. Currently there are 
two types of triggers available.

To create a new trigger, go to the 
Triggers menu and click on the 
‚Add Trigger’ button. To start, you 
will give your trigger a name that 
helps you identify what the trigger 
is for.

For the ‘Executor’ there are two 
available options: Cloud or Gate-
way. If Cloud is selected, then the 
Location engine will be the one in 
charge of triggering the action. If 
Gateway is selected then the Gate-
way will be the one to execute the 
trigger within the Local network.
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The last field is the ‘Proximity’. You 
can select one of three proximity 
values or choose unknown.

‚Source ID’ is used to identify which 
Gateway (or Software Gateway) will 
be in charge of monitoring for the 
specific beacon.

Next comes the ‘Tracking ID’, this 
refers to the unique identifier of the 
beacon that will trigger the ac-
tion. All Kontakt.io beacons have a 
sticker with their unique identifier. 
Begin typing the Tracking ID in the 
field to bring up a list of available 
beacons with IDs that match your 
search. Select the beacon you wo-
uld like to use.

Once your trigger is ready, save it. You can always edit it later if needed.

Create an Action

Actions are assigned to the triggers so that when the Gateway detects/loses the 
beacon specified in the trigger, the action occurs. Currently 'Send HTTP Requ-
est' is the only action type available.

NOTE: After creation, the ‚Test Trigger’ button will be disabled. Ensure you 
wait a few minutes for the trigger to update in order to test it. 
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Actions are mainly used to create an alert when beacons 
were either detected or lost by the Gateway. Once this 
happens, the http request is sent to a server or service like 
IFTTT, and the action occurs. Among many things, it could 
be something as simple as logging when the trigger occur-
red or sending an SMS.

Actions accept 4 http methods, which are: get, post, put 
and delete. 

There are infinite possibilities when it comes to actions. Using services like ‘If this 
then that’ (IFTTT) is one of them. 

Parameter values in the HTTP request action can be filled with static data, but 
they also accept three placeholders:

{{trackingId}}
{{sourceId}}
{{proximity}
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These placeholder values are dynamically replaced in the HTTP requests with 
actual values for a Tracking ID (beacon to be tracked), Source ID (Gateway) or a 
Trigger Proximity from a Trigger that has set off this Action.

It is also possible to use the information straight from the Gateway through 
different available methods like Websockets or MQTT to create custom actions 
outside of the Web Panel. 

Location Engine API
In fall 2016, we introduced Kontakt.io Gateway – the new solution, which makes 
it possible to track and monitor all of your Kontakt.io Beacons as well as detect 
BLE advertising packets from other devices.

RESOURCE DESCRIPTION

GET /presence Presence resource

GET /presence Get presence resource by Place ID

GET /presence Get presence resource by Receiver unique IDs

GET /presence/dwelltime Dwell time presence resource

GET /presence/dwelltime Get dwell time presence resource by Place ID

GET /presence/dwelltime Get dwell time presence resource by Receiver unique IDs

GET /presence/dwelltime/item Get item dwell time resource by Receiver unique IDs

GET /presence/contact/receiver Get Item contacts by Receiver unique IDs

GET /presence/contact/receiver Get Item contacts by Place unique IDs

GET /battery Get battery level history for Kontakt.io beacons

POST /webhook/subscribe Subscribe to a Webhook

GET /webhook Get all Webhooks

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-presence-resource
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-presence-resource-by-receiver-unique-ids
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-presence-resource-by-receiver-unique-ids
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-dwell-time-presence-resource
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-dwell-time-presence-resource-by-place-id
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-dwell-time-presence-resource-by-receiver-unique-ids
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-item-dwell-time-resource-by-receiver-unique-ids
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-item-contacts-by-receiver-unique-ids
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-item-contacts-by-place-unique-id
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-get-battery-level-history-for-kontakt-io-beacons
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-subscribe-to-a-webhook
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-all-webhooks
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Item Cost

POST /webhook/unsubscribe Unsubscribe from Webhooks

WebSocket /presence/stream/:receiverId Get stream of Presence data by a Receiver ID via Web-

Socket

WebSocket /presence/stream/:placeId Get stream of Presence data by a Place ID via Web-

Socket

MQTT /presence/stream/:receiverId Get stream of Presence data by a Receiver ID via MQTT

MQTT /presence/stream/:placeId Get stream of Presence data by a Place ID via MQTT

NOTE: Please keep in mind that Location Engine Analytics resources are ac-
cessible through a different domain than all other resources - ovs.kontakt.

If you have any questions or need support, 
contact support@kontakt.io or submit a ticket.

https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-unsubscribe-from-webhooks
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-websocket-stream-of-presence-data-by-a-receiver-id
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-websocket-stream-of-presence-data-by-a-place-id
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-mqtt-stream-of-presence-data-by-a-receiver-id
https://developer.kontakt.io/rest-api/api-reference/earlyaccess/#analytics-location-engine-mqtt-stream-of-presence-data-by-a-place-id
mailto:support%40kontakt?subject=
https://support.kontakt.io/hc/en-gb/requests/new

